NEW EQUIPMENT.
DARK GOGGLES:
Description:
Dark Goggles come in many shapes and sizes, but the
standard sort, being the ski-goggle type design. The goggles
come with an elasticated band that fits over the wearers head,
that can be adjusted to suit most sizes.
Notes:
Dark Goggles are popular with Drow, Sesheyan, Yazirian’s and the like. Basically all sorts
who have a sensitivity to bright light. Owning and wearing a pair of these glasses effectively
treats the wearer as if they had the Daylight Adaption FEAT, which negates the normal
penalties such creatures would normally suffer because of the light.
Weight: 2lb
Cost: 100cr

VRUSK TRANSLATOR:
Description:
The Vrusk Translator, is worn around the neck of a
Vrusk. It does not function like a translator in the
common sense i.e Translating languages heard to
something else. Instead this works only to translate the
Vrusk clicks and buzzes that make up their language into common. The translator has two
small prongs which pick up the sounds, and the small onboard computer translates them into
their nearest translation in common, and emits that word, in a simulated “artifical” sounding
voice.
Notes:
The Translator can translate all common words to common, but difficult or extremely detailed
words and conversations may tax the translators ability. In these cases a Use Device DC20
check can be used to see if the translator can cope.
The artifical voice simulation can be varied in tone, to simulate a male or female as
appropriate. The Translator requires a Standard power cell, which provides 72 hours power.
Weight: 3lb
Cost: 1000cr

T’SA “BOOST” HARNESS:
Description:
The T’sa “Boost” Harness, is a series of Straps and gauntlets,
connected by power cables attached to a Heavy energy cell.
That provide an artificial “Boost” augmentation to the T’sa’s
movement, and ability to jump, allowing them to achieve things
that would normally beyond their mundane capabilities.

NO PICTURE
AVAILABLE

Notes:
The “Boost” Harness provides the following benefits;
+10 feet to base movement rate
+2 to initiative
+4 Circumstance bonus to Jump rolls
the Heavy cell provides the Harness 8 hours of continuous use, before it needs replacing.
Weight: 10lb
Cost: 5000cr

DRALASITE WEB BELT:
Description:
The Dralasite Web Belt, is a specially designed belt that fits around
the waist of a Dralasite, it has ten pockets each about 4”x7”x2” in
size. The belts “smart” material is self adjusting so as to remain
firmly affixed to the Dralasite’s waist regardless of the shape ro form
they take.
Notes:
The Web Belt’s 10 pouches each hold 5 pounds of gear.
Weight: 2lb
Cost: 50cr

NO PICTURE
AVAILABLE

